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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Our recent relativistic configuration-interaction (RCI) studies of lanthanide anion binding energies (BE's) [1, 2] benefited greatly from our new technique of creating universal jls restrictions on the 4f subshell. The closer an f subshell is to half full, the more computationally complex the bases become, both in terms of the many-electron basis functions and the number of anti-symmetrized determinants of one-electron basis functions that constitute them. Treating the 4f subshell as core-like by omitting correlation that would have changed its occupancy and fixing the jls composition of the electrons of that subshell for every correlation configuration were necessary approximations that allowed us to tackle the complex bases near the center of the lanthanide row.
This approach is well tailored to the lanthanides and actinides and specifically most useful for anion BE calculations. For example, test calculations during our lanthanide studies [1, 2] showed that correlation involving 4f 6s double replacements would amount to a few tens of meV with negligible differential contributions between neutral and anion energies, thus justifying their omission (and greatly reducing the basis size). One could not, however, omit similar ds correlation of d k s 2 , d k+1 s, and d k+2 configurations in a similar transition metal calculation. The fact that our RCI BE calculations rely on direct comparison of total energies of anion states with neutral ground states or low-lying attachment thresholds means that we can optimize to at most a few levels per J of the neutral spectra. Studies of other properties of these systems, such as oscillator strength calculations or photodetachments to excited thresholds, would require less trimming of the f subshell basis to optimize a greater number of levels, limiting the power of the jls-restriction technique to reduce the overall basis sizes. With these points in mind, the next logical step in our methodology is to perform this corresponding survey of the actinide anions (the fact that as computationalists we are unhindered by radioactivity is also helpful in making this choice).
As in the lanthanide case [2] it is useful to consider the positions of the lowest thresholds of various neutral configurations as listed in Table I [3, 4] . For consistency, we again use the notation that n is the occupancy of the 5f subshell for neutral configurations with two additional valence electrons, i.e. 5f n 7s 2 ground state configurations through much of the right side of the row. On the left side of the actinide row many of the ground states are 5f m 6d7s 2 , where we define m≡n−1, and here we also need an additional occupation number, q≡n−2=m−1 for the Th ground state.
Our experience with the lanthanides [1, 2] suggests that we should consider possible 7p attachments to neutral levels within a few tenths of an eV of each atomic ground state, and for the actinides this amounts to several likely cases: Pa 5f 6d 2 7s 2 (q=1) at 245 meV, Np 5f 5 7s 2 (n=5) at 351 meV, Cm 5f 8 7s 2 (n=8) at 151 meV [3, 4] , and Lr 5f 14 6d7s 2 (m=14) at ∼160 meV. This last 2 D 3/2 threshold has not been measured experimentally, but recent calculations have predicted energies of 175 meV [6] , 165 meV [7] , 140 meV [8] , and 157 meV [9] for this Lr state. Our own neutral Lr RCI calculations performed for this study place this state at 174 meV above the ground state in excellent agreement with the most recent of these other values. Placing this 2 D 3/2 threshold relative to the 4f 14 7s 2 7p 2 P 1/2 ground state is a non-trivial task that does require opening of the shallow core, e.g. including 6p7p vs 6p6d and 6s7p vs 6s6d core-valence correlation, but the BE calculations themselves include valence correlation only, consistent with the rest of this study (the anion 7p attachment to this 2 D 3/2 level has the same 6d single occupancy, so the differential contribution of the omitted core-valence corre- lation is expected to be small). Our calculations place this 7p attachment relative to our RCI position of 174 meV, but the BE can be easily shifted by the difference between one of the other theoretical values [6] [7] [8] [9] or some future experimental measurement if the reader prefers. Anion states representing 6d attachments relative to neutral ground states are treated by our methodology as 7s attachments to excited open-s thresholds, minimizing the effects of omitted core-valence correlation by ensuring the same 6d occupancy in the neutral and anion states. Again, the experience of our lanthanide studies [1, 2] suggests that we should consider open-s attachment thresholds within ∼1 eV of each neutral ground state. From Table I these possible cases are Th (q=0) at 690 meV, Pa (both m=2 and q=1) at 868 and 940 meV, U (m=3) at 775 meV, and Np (m=4) at 882 meV [3, 4] .
Of course, the remainder of the lowest-lying thresholds tabulated in Table I 
II. RCI BASIS CONSTRUCTION
The RCI methodology and jls-restriction technique have been described in detail elsewhere [1, 2, 11] . Briefly, the 5f electrons' jls composition is determined from neutral actinide calculations with a moderate level of correlation. Our RCI method is fully relativistic, but approximate total LS basis functions or ls rotation within groups of electrons are created by treating the major components of the one-electron wave functions as nonrelativistic spinors and directly diagonalizing the L 2 + S 2 (or l 2 + s 2 ) matrix. The low-lying thresholds of interest are usually quite pure (>90%) with regard to the 5f n,m,q dominant term, i.e. that with the highest s and highest l with that s as expected by Hund's rules. For this actinide study, wherever possible we retain additional terms such that a few tenths of a percent of the composition or less is discarded from our levels of interest (the manifold of the neutral ground states and the potential attachment thresholds discussed in Sec. I). Once the selection of retained terms is made, an auxiliary code [11] prepares our RCI input data by "pasting" this f subshell basis together with that of all the desired correlation configurations of the remaining valence electrons using angular momentum addition (employing the step-down operator, 3-j symbols, and the sum over m j and m j that make the desired total J [11] ).
Let us consider a specific example of basis set selection to illustrate the process. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the bottom five levels of neutral Np J=11/2 between the experimental positions [3, 4] and four different RCI bases. Also shown are two Np − J=6 anion states: a 7p attachment to the 5f 4 6d7s 2 ground state and a 7s attachment to the 5f 4 6d 2 7s second excited state of J=11/2. Because our RCI code is currently limited to 20 000 total basis functions, the correlation included in these test calculations is limited by the largest anion bases (retaining the entire 5f 4 basis), and both anion states are unbound relative to the neutral ground state at this stage. Note the stability of the positions of the anion states and neutral attachment thresholds despite the large shifts in the other neutral levels whose 5f 4 compositions were not considered in the basis selection.
The recipe used to create these bases is a bit more meticulous here than as described in the lanthanide study [2] . There we used a general rule of retaining all j's of the dominant term as well terms with s one less than the dominant term and ∆l=0,±1, while terms selected here are based purely on contributions to the levels of interest (the level composition was examined in greater detail). This occasionally results in retaining a small term or two that fall outside this rule, but the basis is also reduced somewhat by exclusion of some j's of these ls terms that have little contribution to the levels of interest. Note that the same selections that optimize the two attachment thresholds shown in Fig. 1 also optimize the low-lying 5f 4 6d7s 2 J=9/2,7/2,13/2 thresholds at 252, 428, and 434 meV, respectively, as well as the 5f 4 6d 2 7s J=13/2 level "on the other side of" this J=6 7s attachment.
Basis A is a complete basis that simply rotates the RCI jj basis functions to an ls basis in order to determine the largest contributors to our attachment thresholds. Basis B is an intermediate stage used to determine the relative weights within each term for those with multiplicity greater than one. In a system with a 5f n 7s 2 ground state, the 5f n ls composition could be taken from the total LS of the neutral calculation, but the presence of the 6d electron in the Np case means that the various 5f m (m=4) jls terms appear in calculations with different total J's, often with slightly different relative mixing. However, we find that relative weights within the basis functions of a given lsj term are more consistent than between different lsj terms, which leads us to the next step. Basis C is the primary version used in these actinide calculations, and it is produced by rotating the jls terms of Basis B with multiplicity greater than one each to a single function. In principle, Basis B could be skipped (with this composition taken directly from Basis A), but it has been included here to illustrate the negligible impact on all energy levels due to this intra-term rotation. Basis D is even further restricted and is used only in the final stages of our calculations for which our RCI bases are too complex for our coded limits (currently our RAM allows for 20 000 RCI basis functions composed of 4 million determinants and 125 million determinantal coefficients). This basis is used to determine the differential contribution to BE's from small but complex second 4 basis that has been retained for each neutral level for those basis selections. The correlation configurations included in these neutral calculations are 5f 4 (6d + 7s) 3 and 5f 4 (6d + 7s)7p 2 , the 7p attachment contains 5f 4 (6d + 7s) 3 7p and 5f 4 (6d + 7s)7p 3 , and the 7s attachment contains 5f 4 (6d + 7s) 4 , 5f 4 (6d + 7s) 2 7p 2 , and 5f 4 7p 4 (additional correlation in the final calculations results in the BE's presented in Tables II and III) .
order effects or saturation of the one-electron basis sets that contribute a few tens of meV to the final energies.
For this Np example the jls terms of these bases are as follows (multiplicities greater than one given in parentheses):
A: Note that not every relativistic configuration will contain all the jls terms of the full basis, e.g. 1 N 10 is only present in this neutral J=11/2 calculation when the remaining 3-electron valence portion of the configuration can make j≥9/2. Nonetheless, the selection of dominant terms that retain 99.8% of the jls composition of these Np attachment thresholds results in a reduction of the basis sizes by an order of magnitude with modest impact on the BE's (as seen in Fig. 1 , the 7p and 7s attachments in these test calculations lost 2.0 and 6.0 meV binding, respectively, between the A and C bases). This savings is even greater for actinides closer to the center of the row, and these RCI BE calculations would not be possible without this technique.
We should point out that we have been perhaps too pessimistic in our earlier estimates [1, 2] of run times for hypothetical RCI calculations that would not implement these universal jls restrictions. While it is true that some of the most complex cases could take months of CPU time when run using an RCI bases equivalent to the complete A basis described above, it would be foolish not to perform such a calculation using the original jj basis functions. Because our RCI Hamiltonian consists of one-and two-particle operators, pairs of basis functions must differ by two or fewer electrons to produce non-zero matrix elements. Rotation to an ls basis within the 5f n,m,q subshell effectively removes the 5f 5/2 and 5f 7/2 occupancy present in the jj basis from consideration when comparing basis function pairs, resulting in a much less sparse energy matrix. In fact, for the test cases presented in Fig. 1 , run times for the B bases were >20 times faster than the A bases (ls functions) but less than 10% faster than comparable calculations using complete jj bases, i.e. the savings due to the reduction in basis size is nearly countered by the relative increase in non-zero matrix elements at that stage. However, the further rotation and reduction of basis size to the C basis that is used for the majority of our RCI calculations does produce an additional order of magnitude savings in run time in these test cases. Given these considerations, we still estimate that a hypothetical project with the computing power to perform RCI calculations without the approximations made here would require many years rather than the eight months of operator time taken to perform this actinide study.
III. RESULTS
RCI BE's for actinide anion 7p attachments are presented in Table II with total LS composition of the states taken from within the listed dominant configuration. The additional jj analysis indicates the j of the neutral core and the 7p 1/2 , "(j)", or 7p 3/2 , "{j}", attached electron. This latter analysis is particularly useful where cases with relative purity can predict expected features in experimental spectra, e.g. the 3 F 2 ground state of Ac − is an attachment to the neutral J=3/2 ground state (94% pure), so 7p → s + d photodetachment channels from this anion state that leave the atom in the J=5/2 first excited state are likely to have relatively small partial cross sections. Two of our four excited configuration candidates, Pa and Lr, were found to have 7p attachments with relative binding sufficient to predict bound states relative to the neutral ground states. Note that there is some ambiguity in the labeling of the Lr − 5f 14 7s 2 7p 1/2 7p 3/2 state, but the fact that the recent calculations [6, 7, 9] place the 2 P 3/2 level >1 eV above the 2 P 1/2 Lr ground state, the "{1/2}" label is the more appropriate description of the state.
The reduced density of states in the actinides [3, 4] compared to analogous lanthanides [12, 13] attachment thresholds and potential anion bound states. Since we cannot simply "break" the 7s 2 subshell of the anion states to perform a jj attachment analysis similar to that of Table II , we instead present the composition of the (n+1)-electron group (excluding the single 7s electron) of the neutral thresholds. The j of this group indicates the mixing of anion J's that are created when the 7s electron closes this valence subshell. The 7s attachment to the lowest neutral J in each case can result only in an anion state with total J that is 1/2 greater (a small amount of mixing of other LS terms that can make lower neutral J's is present in the Pa cases), while the next few attachment thresholds contain a mixture of j=J−1/2 and j=J+1/2. In general, we would then expect that the photodetachment partial cross section from the lowest anion state of each of these cases to the attachment threshold on the smaller J side to be roughly twice as large as that of the channel to the higher J side (cf. the recently predicted Pr − 4f 2 5d 2 6s 2 state [2] and the photoelectron kinetic energy spectrum of Davis and Thompson [14] ).
Note again the presence in Table III of bound anion states for both m=2 and q=1 configurations of Pa − , as in the 7p attachments of Table II . This suggests an incredibly interesting spectrum for Pa − since we are predicting five bound states from four different configurations. To complicate matters, the spread of the lowest three Pa − BE's is less than 20 meV, within our expected accuracy, so the ordering of these levels is not well established.
Another observation from Table III is the consistency of the 7s binding relative to the open-s thresholds, averaging ∼990 meV compared to a similarly consistent 6s binding of ∼860 meV in the lanthanides [2] . Finally, we note that the positions of the actinide open-s attachment thresholds in the neutral spectra result in weakly bound states, such that for all actinide anions with bound states their ground state is strictly a 7p attachment to the neutral ground state, unlike the lanthanide La − [2, 15, 16] and Ce − [2, [17] [18] [19] cases.
IV. COMPARISONS WITH OLDER WORK
Prior to the early 1990's, calculations of actinide BE's tended to focus on 5f attachments, though in at least one case a local-spin-density-functional calculation predicted a 7p attachment to Am 5f 7 7s 2 with an EA of 103 meV [20] in reasonable agreement with our 76 meV value from Table II. Older density-functional calculations predicted an Ac − EA of 270-410 meV [15] compared to our 491 meV, but a more recent relativistic coupled-cluster calculation resulted in an EA of 345 meV [21] . Both of these earlier calculations gave a leading LS term of 1 D 2 , but our RCI calculations predict greater mixing of 3 F 2 in the anion ground state.
Relativistic Fock-space coupled-cluster calculations predicted the same two bound Lr − configurations with bindings of 310 and 160 meV [9] compared to our 465 and 295 meV. Increased binding of anion states with time is not unprecedented or unexpected from our point of view, since (at least with the RCI methodology) passage of time leads to increased computing power and allows for additional correlation effects and saturation of bases. Interestingly, the differences in these two Lr − values above are quite similar, particularly when the second case is shifted by the 18 meV difference in the 2 D 3/2 positions (155 vs 152 meV more binding in our RCI calculations). Later intermediate Hamiltonian coupled-cluster calculations gave an EA of 476 meV [6] in much better agreement with our 5f 14 7s 2 7p 2 3 P 0 value, but the corresponding 5f 14 6d7s 2 7p state was predicted bound by 143 meV (smaller than the earlier 160 meV value [9] Table II is due to improved one-electron radial functions [1, 2] and inclusion of extensive second-order effects.
Former RCI actinide EA studies of our own group in the mid-1990's were limited by the amount of correlation that could be included, since the codes at the time supported bases roughly one quarter to one third as large as the current version used in this study, and none of these universal jls restrictions on the 5f electrons were possible. The simplest case, Th − , has been changed very little in this update with only 3 meV increase in the EA, 365 meV [22] vs 368 meV. In fact, the lowest levels of the other Th − J's also agree with our earlier study to within 20 meV. Since this Th − q=0 case was simple enough to include considerable second order effects, the principle change in the 7p attachments here is the prediction of the additional weakly bound 2 D 3/2 and 2 D 5/2 excited states, which we attribute to improvements in the 7p 3/2 radial functions as described in the lanthanide work [1, 2] (these states have only moderate 7p 3/2 mixing as shown in the "jj attachment" column of Table II, but the unbound third level of each of these two J's has been lowered significantly). Increased binding of 115 and 108 meV of the 7s attachments (as well as inclusion of the additional J=7/2 state) is principally due to explicit inclusion of 7p one-electron radial functions. For example, important 7s 2 →vp 2 and 6d7s→vp 2 correlation was included using the screened hydrogenic "virtual" radial functions employed by our RCI methodology, but here we have additional 6d
2 and 6d7s correlation of 6d 3 7p 2 and 6d 2 7s7p 2 (second-order quadruple replacements relative to 6d 3 7s 2 ) which was not present in the earlier work [22] . The more complicated cases of Pa − [23] and U − [24] could not accommodate as many second-order effects in the past, and the jls 5f 3 restrictions have been particularly helpful in this new study of U − . Our predictions here have increased the EA of Pa − by 162 meV and the EA of U − by 190 meV, the latter is larger due to even fewer second-order correlation than the former, e.g. 7s
2 →sd + pf correlation was previously excluded from U − [24] but not from Pa − [23] . Similar increases in binding in the 7s attachments have resulted in bound states as presented in Table III where none were predicted earlier, and our group had not considered attachments to the q=1 thresholds of Pa prior to the present study.
On the experimental front, anion yields in accelerator mass spectrometry studies have indicated that the EA's of Th, Pa, U, and Pu are all >50 meV [25, 26] . The relative yields of Th − :Pa − :U − in these experiments were 4:1:1 [25, 26] , and since this RCI study predicts similar EA's for these three anions (within a spread of 16 meV), we suggest the higher yield for Th − may be due to the greater number of bound states, including the 7s attachments of Table III . So far, laser photodetachment experiments have only been able to place upper bounds on actinide EA's based on incident photon energy, e.g. ≤1.165 eV in the case of Th − [27] . Hopefully, this comprehensive actinide survey will serve as encouragement to experimenters to reconsider actinide anion studies despite the difficulties of dealing with radioactive species.
V. CONCLUSIONS
When presenting work pertaining an entire row of elements, it is perhaps expected but still regretful when some point is omitted in the deluge of data and details, and here we would like to make a few last comments regarding the prior lanthanide studies [1, 2] . We should point out the reasonable agreement between our latest Lu − 4f 14 5d6s 2 6p BE's [2] and those of the recent calculations of Borschevsky et al. [6] 2 6s 2 levels of this La − study [21] are over 350 meV less bound than our RCI predictions; our revised RCI calculations [2] and the experimental analysis of Covington et al. [16] agree that this even 3 F 2 level is the La − ground state. We pointed out the reasonable agreement of our Tm − EA of 22 meV [1] with the 32 meV measurement of Nadeau et al. [26] , but neglected to comment on the even better agreement of the splitting of the J=3 and J=4 levels, 8 meV vs 7 meV. Similarly, after much discussion of our newly predicted 4f 2 5d 2 6s 2 anion state in Pr − and its possible explanation of the double-peak seen in the experimental spectrum of Davis and Thompson [14] , we neglected to point out that this state is of the same parity as the Pr − 4f 3 6s 2 6p ground state and differs from its configuration by two electrons. The fact that its lifetime would likely be due to M1 and E2 decay (by a small amount of mixing of these n=3 and m=2 configurations that was not considered in these RCI studies) suggests that it would be a very long-lived state that would, in fact, be seen by the experiment [14] . Finally, we would like to correct a typo in Table IX of the last installment of our lanthanide study [2] : the second to the last Ce − state in this table should be listed as 4 I 13/2 , not 4 I 11/2 . The jls-restriction technique has been valuable not just because it allowed us to tackle mid-row lanthanides and actinides, but because of the ability to collect data and study trends throughout an entire row knowing that all the calculations were performed with similar levels of correlation. We have established a nearly linear trend in decrease of p attachment to f n s 2 states for both rows as in Fig. 2 with less binding and a slightly steeper slope in this actinide survey. Similarly, we have noted a consistency of s binding relative to neutral open-s excited thresholds, ∼860 meV in the lanthanides [2] and ∼990 meV in this actinide study.
Future RCI work on these systems will perhaps require mixing of configurations with different f occupancies and calculations of photodetachment cross sections, both of which will likely require less strict trimming of the f n,m,q bases. We are, however, encouraged by continued experimental [29] and computational [30] interest in these anions.
